Logging In to ClubRunner - October 2019

As we approach our 20th year into this "new" millennium, it's time to get comfortable with technology, Plazans. (No, I'm not singling any one person out, this is a group email that is going out to everyone in the club.)

Please work on getting into ClubRunner to RSVP to events, pay dues, look up members' phone numbers and emails, etc. Go to the Internet, type in kcplazarotary.org Or, you can just hover your mouse/cursor over ^^^^^^^ and CLICK. Your computer will take you there.

You should see this page (below), hover your mouse/pointer over these items pointed out, then CLICK, and the system will quickly send you your login and password to the email you have used in the system.

It is easier for us to see the list of the RSVPs thru ClubRunner, than for us to click thru 100+ emails responses, among all my other emails and spam, make/take notes (yes? no? who was that again?), and get lost and distracted.

Thanks!